The American Catholic Church has received much negative press in recent years, from priest abuse scandals to the investigation of nuns. But the heart of the church runs much deeper than these challenges, and the Catholic faith in America continues to evolve. *American Catholics in Transition* paints a vibrant picture of the diverse church today, outlining changes in the past as well as looking toward continuity and change in the future. The book looks at provocative topics facing Catholics today, including views on church authority, women’s role in the church, how Catholicism interacts with politics, how millennials and Hispanics are shaping the church, and more.

**PRAISE FOR THE BOOK**

“The topography of American Catholicism is variegated, ever-winding and rife with often unexpected vistas of both persistence and change. For those wanting to explore it, *American Catholics* – marked by impressive detail, analytical nuance and plain good sense – is without doubt the indispensable guide.”

—Jerome P. Baggett, author of *Sense of the Faithful: How American Catholics Live Their Faith*

“Professor D’Antonio and various collaborators have conducted the only regular series of national surveys that collectively illuminate changes and continuities among American Catholics over the past quarter century. I was especially pleased to see that this fifth volume in the series appropriately presents the most extensive treatment of Hispanic Catholics to date.”

—Timothy Matovina, University of Notre Dame, author of *Latino Catholicism: Transformation in America's Largest Church*

“In *American Catholics* survey and analysis confirms that Catholics remain consistently committed to core doctrinal teachings but increasingly distance themselves from moral teachings and institutional structures. The two most disturbing trends are women’s decreasing identification with the Church and the millennial generation’s independence from Catholicism in particular and organized religion in general.”

—Chester Gillis, Georgetown University
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